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a b s t r a c t 

The macroscopic elastic modulus and yield strength of solid-wall nickel gyroids and hollow-wall graphene 

gyroids of cell size 60 nm are deduced from indentation tests on a thin coating of the gyroids, with suit- 

able interpretation by finite element simulations. The solid-wall nickel gyroids are fabricated by the self- 

assembly of a triblock copolymer, followed by the chemical vapour deposition of a graphene film onto 

this catalytic template. The nano-indentation response of the gyroid-based coatings was measured using 

a Berkovich indenter. In order to interpret the indentation response, two sets of finite element simula- 

tions were performed: periodic cell calculations in order to deduce the effective macroscopic properties 

in terms of the relative density and cell wall properties of the lattice, and then indentation simulations of 

a continuum with the effective properties of the gyroid. Despite the knockdown in modulus and strength 

of the graphene gyroid lattice due to waviness of the layered cell walls, the structure remains remarkably 

strong due to nanoscale size effects. 

© 2020 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

The macroscopic mechanical properties of cellular solids are re-

lated to their relative density and micro-architecture of the cell

walls [1] . Recent progress in growth and process technologies al-

low for the manufacture of architectured cellular solids at the

nanoscale [2–5] . Such nanolattices have exceptional mechanical

properties [6] such as a high yield strain for the case of metal-

lic lattices [ 7 , 8 ] and a high fracture strain for ceramic lattices [4] .

They possess nearly constant specific stiffness at ultra-low den-

sity [9] , and the cell walls possess ultra-high effective strengths

[ 10 , 11 ]. Nanolattices therefore expand material property space, as

illustrated in the plot of strength versus density of Fig. 1 . These

novel mechanical characteristics arise from both microstructural

architecture and from nanoscale size effects on the strength of cell

wall material [ 12 , 13 ]. 

Strength can increase dramatically with decreasing structural

size primarily due to reduction in the number of defects [14–16] .

Recall that the bulk strengths of metals and ceramics are orders of

magnitudes below their theoretical limits due to the presence of

imperfections within the bulk, such as dislocations, grain bound-

aries, cracks and voids. Consider, for example, the tensile strength
∗ Corresponding author. 
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f a strut of cross-sectional thickness t . If the strut is to exist,

hen it can only contain defects of dimension less than t . Conse-

uently, small struts can only contain small defects . This ‘smaller is

tronger’ characteristic has driven the development of nanolattices,

n which the length scale of the lattice is reduced to a scale small

nough to exploit size-dependent strengthening. Pyrolytically de-

ived ceramic nanolattices [3] , atomic layer deposited hollow-beam

eramic nanolattices [17] , and the nickel double gyroid nanolattice

11] all demonstrate such size effects. 

The topology of a lattice material dictates the relationship be-

ween macroscopic properties, such as macroscopic Young’s modu-

us E , and relative density ρ̄ . A number of theoretical models and

bservations support the scaling law E = C ρ̄n E s where E s is the

oung’s modulus of the solid cell wall material, C is a geometric

arameter and the exponent n for a 3D lattice has a value of 1 or 2

or an ideal stretching- or bending-dominated behavior of the cell

all struts, respectively [1] . The value of C is sensitive to the de-

ails of the micro-architecture. Porous biological materials possess

rchitectures adapted to strong selective pressures in combination

ith size effect strengthening [18] . The gyroid lattice is one such

atural structure [19] , and nanoscale single solid-wall gyroids [20] ,

nter-connected double solid-wall gyroids [11] , and hollow-wall gy-

oid topologies [2] have been recently synthesised. These lattices

ossess a high surface area to volume ratio and a uniform cell and

ore size, all of which are beneficial for material systems requiring

unctional nanostructures [21] . 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.actamat.2020.09.077
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Fig. 1. Chart of compressive strength versus density including the solid-wall nickel and hollow-wall graphene gyroids, as measured in the present study. Other state-of-the- 

art lattice materials [ 3 , 4 , 11 , 47 , 59 , 61–71 ] are highlighted according to the length scale of their cellular architecture. 
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Khaderi et al. [22] used finite element multi-axial collapse sim-

lations of an idealised slender beam model to predict the elastic-

lastic response of the gyroid lattice, and deduced that the macro-

copic properties are close to isotropic. The beam model of the

deal gyroid lattice deforms by beam stretching under macro-

copic hydrostatic stress, with a bending-dominated elasto-plastic

esponse occurring for all other loading states. Likewise, the effec-

ive elastic and plastic properties of the solid-wall double gyroid

nit [11] has been computed for continuum elements by unit cell

nite element analysis. The predicted variations of elastic modulus

 and yield strength σ y with relative density ρ̄ for both the beam

odel and solid-wall double gyroid were found to scale as E ∼
¯ 2 E s and σy ∼ ρ̄3 / 2 σys , consistent with bending-dominated be-

avior. Nanoindentation measurements of a fabricated nickel dou-

le gyroid lattice were used to calibrate an inverse finite element

nalysis, extracting the associated properties of the parent nickel

11] . It was found that the predicted yield strength of the struts

5.7 GPa) approaches the theoretical strength of nickel, and this

as explained by dislocation starvation in the struts of nanoscale

imension due to the attraction of dislocations to the free surfaces

f the struts. 

The mechanical properties of hollow-wall graphene gyroid lat-

ices have also been predicted by simulations employing molecular

ynamics (MD) or density functional theory (DFT). These models

ssume that the walls of the gyroid lattice are made from a single

ayer of graphene, and they predict exemplary electrical [23] and

echanical [24–26] properties. However, in practice, the cell walls

f graphene gyroid foams and lattices comprise multiple layers
 g  
f graphene [ 2 , 27 ]. The interplanar shear modulus G S and shear

trength τ ys of layered graphene are orders of magnitude less than

heir in-plane counterparts, owing to the weak interlayer van der

aals interactions [28] . Interlayer shear within wavy multilayered

10 + layers) graphene walls leads to a multiplicative knock down

n the macroscopic properties of graphitic foams [29] ; this defor-

ation mechanism may also be active in few-layered ( < 10 layers)

ollow-wall graphene gyroid lattices. 

Here, we report on the manufacture and measurement of the

echanical properties of a nickel gyroid and of a hollow-wall

raphene gyroid lattice. These nanolattices contain stocky cell

alls of thickness on the order of 15 nm and graphitic wall thick-

esses of approximately 3 nm. A combination of indentation tests

nd multi-scale finite element analysis are used to deduce the ef-

ective macroscopic properties of these gyroid-based materials in

erms of the underlying cell wall properties. 

. Experimental Protocol and Measurements 

.1. Manufacture of nano gyroid lattice layers 

Solid-wall nickel gyroid lattices and hollow-wall graphene gy-

oid lattices were manufactured in the form of a coating of thick-

ess between 300 nm and 700 nm by block copolymer self-

ssembly, as described in detail elsewhere [30] ; the graphene de-

osition methodology is based on that developed by Cebo et al.

2] The production process and morphology of the resulting nano-

yroid lattices are sketched in Fig. 2 . The solid-wall nickel gyroid
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the templated growth of the hollow-wall gyroid from a solid-wall gyroid. Sections shown are 2 × 2 × 2 segments of the gyroid lattice, with a unit cell 

highlighted. Solid-wall nickel gyroids are prepared from polymeric templates using electroplating. A few-layer graphene film is grown on the nickel gyroid using CVD and 

isolated with wet chemical etching to generate the hollow-wall graphene gyroid. 
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lattice was manufactured as a coating on a 350 nm thick layer of

fluorine-doped tin oxide (FTO), which in turn sat on a borosili-

cate glass slide of thickness 2.2mm. The nickel lattice was obtained

by electroplating a template in the form of a polymeric gyroidal

layer; this polymeric lattice was prepared by self-assembly of a

polyisoprene-block-polystyrene-block-polyethylene oxide (ISO) tri-

block copolymer. The main details are as follows. 

Solid-wall nickel gyroid lattices : Block copolymer samples of se-

lected thickness between 300 nm and 700 nm were prepared on

the FTO-coated glass slide. The thickness of the copolymer coat-

ing was dictated by the spin speed during deposition. The samples

were annealed in a vacuum oven at 180 °C to encourage the self-

assembly of the gyroidal structure then slowly cooled. The polyiso-

prene (PI) block of the ISO triblock copolymer was degraded by UV

exposure and removed by dissolution in ethanol. Nickel was elec-

troplated into the void left after PI removal. The remaining poly-

mers were then removed by oxygen plasma etching. A hydrogen

annealing process removed any trace of organic residues, result-

ing in a self-supporting lattice, henceforth referred to as the solid-

wall nickel gyroid. The resulting solid-wall nickel gyroid has a unit

cell size of 60 nm and a fill fraction of 40% (i.e. relative density

ρ̄= 0.40), as confirmed through analysis of cross-sectional images

obtained via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (see supplemen-

tary section SI-1). 

Hollow-wall graphene gyroid lattices : The nickel gyroid was used

as catalytic template for the deposition of few-layer graphene

in a custom-built low-pressure chemical vapour deposition (CVD)

reactor. Acetylene gas was introduced into the system at room

temperature at a flow rate of 5 sccm and a working pressure

of 2.2 × 10 −3 mbar. Samples were heated for 5 minutes at

650 °C, reached by ramping the temperature at 50 °C/min. Sam-

ples were then allowed to cool at a rate of 50 °C/min to ambi-

ent temperature, within the reactor. The samples were immersed

in an etchant solution (0.1 M ammonium persulfate) for 24 hours

in order to remove the nickel lattice and were then repeatedly

rinsed in de-ionised (DI) water in order to obtain a freestand-

ing graphitic lattice, henceforth referred to as the hollow-wall

graphene gyroid. The hollow-wall graphene gyroid was stable dur-

ing the etching and rinsing stages and remained adhered to the

substrate. 

2.2. Characterisation of nano gyroid lattice layers 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs and SEM im-

ages (2kV, 50pA) of the top surface of the solid-wall nickel gy-

roid coating are shown in Fig. 3 a and b. AFM micrographs were

taken in PeakForce tapping mode with Bruker MMP-11200-10 tips

(40N/m, 300kHz, asymmetric tip) at a 0.5Hz scan rate. A cleaved

cross-section in Fig. 3 c displays the layered structure of the gy-
oid/FTO/glass. Cross-sections of the gyroid coatings were prepared

sing focused ion beam (FIB) milling ( Figs. 3 , 4 ) in order to de-

ermine the coating thickness and film order. Both surface images

nd vertical slices of the gyroid coatings display uniform period-

city and dispersity in cell size, with small domains of random

rientation and handedness in the micrometer to hundreds of mi-

rometer range, typical of other gyroid films prepared using similar

ethods [31–33] . The hollow-wall graphene gyroid is seen to in-

erit its topology from the nickel gyroid template. Cross-sectional

mages were used to measure the coating thickness at multiple lo-

ations for each sample; the coating thickness of each sample is

0 0, 50 0 and 70 0 nm, each with a standard deviation of ± 25 nm.

he gyroid coatings tested in this study have an arithmetic average

oughness of R a = 25 nm, as measured by AFM across a 5 μm by

 μm area. 

In order to determine the level of graphitisation, Raman spectra

ere taken with a Renishaw inVia spectrometer using 532 nm ex-

itation, see Fig. 5 a. Characteristic D, G, and 2D peaks are observed,

ith a G:2D ratio and a broad 2D peak that are consistent with

he growth of few-layer graphene gyroids [2] . A prominent D-band

nd red-shifted G-band are present, consistent with the presence

f numerous small, disordered [34] , and strained [35] graphene do-

ains. These characteristics arise from the nanoscale growth sur-

ace and high local curvature of the nickel gyroid template [2] used

o prepare the graphene gyroids. 

In order to confirm the complete removal of the internal nickel

emplate from the freestanding graphene gyroid, time of flight-

econdary ion mass spectrometry (ToF-SIMS) depth profiling was

erformed in a ToF-SIMS IV instrument (ION-TOF GmbH, Muen-

ter, Germany), at a vacuum pressure of < 5 × 10 −9 mbar, equipped

ith an argon gas cluster ion beam (GCIB) mounted to impact the

ample at 45 ° on a graphene gyroid coating, see Fig. 5 b. Argon

luster sputtering (10 keV, Ar 2500 
+ ions, 1.0 nA) over an area of

00 μm × 400 μm was used to sputter across the entire hollow-

all graphene gyroid coating. 25 keV, with a Bi 3 
+ ions from a liq-

id metal ion gun were used for analysis, operating in interlaced

ode at an ion current of 0.1 pA and a cycle time of 200 μs, raster

canned randomly in an area of 150 μ × 150 μm (256 × 256

ixel density) in the center of the sputter crater to mitigate crater

dge effects on the generated. Data processing was carried out by

electing relevant ion peaks in the ToF-SIMS spectra and monitor-

ng their change in intensity over the course of the sputter profil-

ng. The selected depth profiles were normalised to the total ion

ntensity using a point-to-point normalisation. The C 

+ carbon sig-

al is stable throughout the thickness of the gyroid layer but then

educes as a SnO 

+ signal appears, indicating the bottom of the

raphene gyroid coating, and the top of the FTO layer. The nickel

i + signal is low throughout the scan, suggesting that the etching

nd rinsing steps have successfully removed the internal template.
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Fig. 3. SEM and AFM micro-graphs of the nickel solid-wall gyroid coating showing (a,b) the top surface of the coating, and (c) a cleaved cross-sectional image in which the 

gyroid, FTO and glass layers are clearly visible. Cross-sectional SEM display the nickel solid-wall gyroid coating across three thicknesses (d) 300 nm (e) 500 nm and (f) 700 

nm. The capping layer is platinum, deposited as a part of the FIB milling process. 

Fig. 4. Cross-sectional SEM micro-graphs showing the templated growth of freestanding hollow-wall graphene gyroid coating across three thicknesses (a) 30 0 nm (b) 50 0 

nm and (c) 700 nm. The capping layer is platinum, deposited as a part of the FIB milling process. 
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ther process contaminants such as Na + and Ca + were found at

imilarly negligible concentrations. 

Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) samples were pre-

ared from as-grown graphene gyroids by first removing the

raphene gyroid coating from its substrate with a razor blade and

hen using wet transfer via water lift-off onto Au-supported holey

arbon grids. Bright-field TEM images were taken at 80 kV accel-

rating voltage in order to prevent beam damage to the material.

he TEM images possess a lattice spacing of 0.33 nm, consistent

ith few-layer graphene. The walls of the hollow-wall gyroid com-

rise 8-10 layers of graphene, see Fig. 5 c, corresponding to a wall

hickness of 3 nm. Hence, the continuous surface of the fabricated

raphene gyroid lattice can be considered as a foam with stocky

ollow-wall struts, possessing a relative density of ρ̄ ≈ 0 . 14 and a

nit cell size of 60 nm. 
.3. Indentation Measurement Protocol 

Nanoindentation tests were performed using a Hysitron Ub1

anoindenter system of depth resolution 0.04 nm, on sets of three

hicknesses of nickel gyroid and graphene gyroid coatings. Mi-

ropillar compression tests have been used in order to directly

easure mechanical properties on a small scale [36–38] . Such ex-

eriments are beyond the scope of the present study, and in con-

ext, the nanoindentation approach used herein allows a much

arger number of individual tests to be performed, across multi-

le samples with varying film thicknesses. This allows for better

void point to point variation in order to generalize the material

roperties. The Berkovich tip had a tip radius of 50 nm and an in-

luded half angle of 65.35 °, as measured from the central axis to

 pyramidal flat, and was calibrated against a standard fused sil-
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Fig. 5. (a) Representative Raman spectra of the hollow-wall graphene gyroid surface. Prominent D, G and 2D peaks are present, characteristic of few-layer graphene. (b) 

ToF-SIMS depth profile of the hollow-wall graphene gyroid lattice. A negligible Ni + signal is present throughout the bulk of the lattice, confirming removal of the internal 

template after etching. (c) HR-TEM image of a hollow-wall graphene gyroid channel with diameter of ~15nm. 
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ica sample. The tip was sufficiently sharp to be pyramidal at an

indentation depth δ ≥ 50 nm. 

Sixteen repeat indentation tests were carried out on each of the

gyroid coatings. Samples were indented in a 4 by 4 array with a

50 μm spacing in both lateral directions to ensure that the strain

fields due to the indent did not interact with each other. For each

test, the peak load was progressively increased up to the maximum

load of 11 mN for nickel and 1 mN for the hollow-wall graphene

gyroids. Twelve partial load/unload cycles were performed per test.

Each loading and unloading segment were of 2s duration, with a

2s hold time between each segment. During each unloading cycle,

the load was reduced to 50% of the prior load. The modulus and

hardness were extracted from these measurements using the stan-

dard Oliver and Pharr [39] procedure. The detailed assumptions of

this analysis are outlined in the supplementary information section

SI-2. 

2.4. Measured properties of the gyroid coatings 

Fig. 6 shows SEM micrographs and surface profiles of the coat-

ings post-indentation. For the solid-wall nickel gyroid coatings, in-

dentation occurs by plastic deformation of the gyroid lattice with

limited elastic recovery of the indent (see Fig. 6 a). In contrast,

for the hollow-wall graphene gyroid lattice, significant elastic re-

covery occurs; for example indentation to δmax / h ≈ 0.79 leads to

a residual indent of δf / h ≈ 0.13. SEM images of the hollow-wall

graphene gyroid after indentation show minimal plastic deforma-

tion and damage ( Fig. 6 c). The level of elastic recovery remained

high ( δf / h ≈ 0.39) even after indentation to δmax / h ≈ 0.99. It is

emphasised that deep indents lead to plastic deformation of the

underlying FTO layer, thereby reducing the relative degree of elas-

tic recovery of the indent. 

The measured values of unloading modulus E R and of hardness

H are plotted in Fig. 7 as a function of the normalised indentation

depth δ/h. The hardness H is approximately independent of indent

depth δ, for 0.3 < δ/h < 0.5. For both films, H increases with in-

creasing δ/h due to indentation of the substrate at high values of

indent depth ( δ/h > 0.5). The finite roughness of the FTO layer rel-

ative to the layer thickness h, and local variations in layer thickness

h contribute to the modelled hardness values diverging from ex-

periment for high indentation depths ( δ/h > 0.6), as well increas-

ing scatter in the measured values of E R and of H for the thinnest

gyroid coatings (300 nm). The experimentally measured hardness

of the hollow-wall graphene gyroids exceeds the FE modelling at

low normalized depths ( δ/h < 0.3). This may arise from a form of

indentation size effect [40] , whereby small indents are of compa-
able dimension to the scale of microstructural features. For suf-

ciently small indents, the assumption of an effective continuum

reaks down and the indentation process involves deformation of

 discrete structure. 

. Numerical simulations of the indentation of the solid-wall 

nd hollow-wall gyroid lattice 

The Young’s modulus and uniaxial compressive yield strength of

he cell wall material in the solid-wall gyroid and in the hollow-

all gyroid cannot be determined directly from the nanoindenta-

ion measurements reported above. In this section, a multi-scale

umerical analysis is utilised to extract the effective mechanical

roperties of the gyroid lattice and parent materials, for both the

olid-wall nickel and hollow-wall graphene cases. Khaderi et al.

22] have previously derived power-law scaling relations for the

lastic constants of the solid-wall gyroid lattice through numeri-

al simulation of an idealised slender-beam model of the gyroid

attice. However, at high relative densities, the struts of the gy-

oid lattice become stocky and will vary in size and cross-sectional

hape along their length. Consequently, the slender beam approxi-

ation underestimates the modulus and strength of solid-wall gy-

oid lattices when ρ̄ exceeds 0.15. Analysis of the double gyroid

attice, which comprise two interpenetrating single gyroids of op-

osite chirality, has also been previously performed up to a limit

f each single gyroid possessing a relative density of ρ̄ = 0.19, see

haderi et al. [11] . The solid-wall gyroid tested herein possesses

 relative density ρ̄ = 0.40, motivating the numerical simulation

f solid-wall gyroid unit cells of relative density ρ̄ up to 0.5. A

omparative plot of the effective properties of the solid-wall single

yroid calculated herein against the slender beam model [22] and

ouble gyroid model [11] can be found in Figure SI-2. 

.1. Effective properties of the solid-wall and hollow-wall gyroid 

The unit cells of the solid-wall gyroid and hollow-wall gyroid

re shown in Figure 9 . These unit cells are constructed using the

pproximation to the single gyroid morphology as proposed by

ambert et al. [41] In this approximation, the surface of a single

yroid is represented by a function F ( x, y, z ) − t 0 = 0 , where 

 ≡ sin ( 2 πx ) cos ( 2 πy ) + sin ( 2 πy ) cos ( 2 πz ) + sin ( 2 πz ) cos ( 2 πz ) 

n terms of the Cartesian coordinates ( x, y, z ) aligned with the cu-

ic directions of the gyroid lattice, as shown in Fig. 9 . The scaling

arameter t 0 controls the distance of the surface from the t 0 = 0

urface, and hence determines the relative density of the gyroid
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Fig. 6. SEM and surface micrographs of the solid-wall nickel gyroid and hollow-wall graphene gyroid taken post-indentation. (a, b) A clear impression of the Berkovich 

tip is present in the nickel solid-wall gyroid lattice after indentation, with minimal elastic recovery. (c) Surface SEM image of the hollow-wall graphene gyroid displaying 

minimal damage after indentation to δmax /h ≈ 0.79. Surface profiles after progressively greater indentation loading (d) 10 0 0 μN, (e) 20 0 0 μN, (f) 50 0 0 μN was applied to the 

hollow-wall graphene gyroid lattice. Significant elastic recovery is observed in all cases. 
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attice. The solid-wall gyroid is constructed by infilling the space

F − t 0 ≥ 0 to obtain the volume shown in Fig. 9 a. The hollow-wall

yroids were based on the templated surface growth of graphene,

nd hence had a fixed value of t 0 such that the internal surface

as equal to that of a solid-wall gyroid of relative density ρ̄ = 0 . 4 .

he hollow-wall gyroid was constructed by adopting an additional

econd scaling parameter t 1 and by infilling the space between two

yroid surfaces F − t 0 = 0 and F − t 1 = 0 , to obtain the hollow-wall

yroid, as shown in Fig. 9 b. 

Periodic cell finite element (FE) calculations were performed on

ach of the constructed volumes to determine the macroscopic, ef-

ective elastic and plastic properties using the commercial finite

lement package ABAQUS. The gyroid geometry was meshed us-

ng uniform 4-noded linear tetrahedral elements (C3D4 in ABAQUS

otation). As the thickness to diameter ratio of each of the hollow-

all gyroids simulated herein exceeded 0.03, shell elements were

ot used [42] . The mesh density was chosen such that a halving

f the mesh size results in less than 1% change in the predicted

acroscopic modulus or strength of the lattice, which required ap-

roximately 3 × 10 5 elements. The cell wall material was treated
s an isotropic elastic, ideally plastic solid in accordance with J2

lasticity theory, with Young’s modulus E S , Poisson ratio νS and

ield strength σ S . We assume that νS = 0 . 3 and the yield strain

 S = σS / E S equals 0.03. 

The unit cell is subjected to periodic boundary conditions, such

hat every pair of nodes on two opposing faces of the unit cell was

inked through linear constraint equations for each degree of free-

om [43] . Reference nodes were linked to nodes of an entire face

nd used to impose boundary displacements as well as to extract

he reaction forces. Simulations were then conducted to determine

he three independent elastic constants of the double gyroid. The

tress at 0.2% offset plastic strain was taken as the yield strength

S . The macroscopic Poisson ratio ν was calculated from the initial

lastic strain increment. The plastic Poisson’s ratio, νP was deter-

ined from the incremental Poisson’s ratio during plastic flow. De-

ails of the homogenisation method and the extraction of effective

echanical properties are given in the supplementary information

ection SI-4. 

The relative density of both unit cells were varied by suitable

election of the scaling parameters t 0 and t 1 . The predicted macro-
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Fig. 7. Hardness H and reduced modulus E R of the (a) solid-wall and (b) hollow-wall gyroid coatings as a function of the normalised indentation depth δ/h. The error bars 

indicate the standard deviation over the 16 tests conducted on each coating. The FE predictions with nickel solid-wall gyroid coating properties E • = 25 GPa, ν• = 0.3 and 

σ •
Y = 510 MPa and hollow-wall graphene gyroid coating properties E ° = 1.2 GPa, v ° = 0.32 and σ ◦

Y = 55 MPa are included. 
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scopic elastic properties and macroscopic yield strength are plot-

ted as a function of relative density ρ̄ in Fig. 10 . Curve fitting of

these predictions for the solid-wall gyroid lattice (as denoted by

the superscript • ) provides the following scaling relationships for

0 . 1 < ρ̄ < 0 . 5 : 

E •

E S 
= 0 . 90 ̄ρ2 . 11 (1)

G 

•

E S 
= 0 . 38 ̄ρ1 . 81 (2)

σ •
Y S 

σS 

= 0 . 48 ̄ρ1 . 55 (3)

In comparison, the scaling laws, as obtained by Khaderi et al.

[22] , based on an idealised slender beam model of the gyroid lat-

tice were E = 0 . 426 ̄ρ2 E S , G = 0 . 329 ̄ρ2 E S and σY S = 0 . 415 ̄ρ1 . 5 σS .

The pre-factor C and exponent n are in acceptable agreement be-

tween the two models. Differences are attributed to a lack of

plateau borders in the slender beam model. The value of the expo-

nents on ρ̄ in the power-law scaling of E • , G 

• and σ • indicate that

Y S 
he lattice deforms mainly by bending and twisting of the struts

nder uniaxial strain and shear. This has also been observed in the

acroscale compression of 3D printed gyroids [ 22 , 44 ] and is asso-

iated with the low nodal connectivity of the gyroid lattice. 

The effective mechanical properties of the hollow-wall gyroid

attice (as denoted by the superscript °) are plotted in Fig. 10 c,d.

he following scaling relationships are noted for 0 . 02 < ρ̄ < 0 . 24 : 

E ◦

E S 
= 0 . 41 ̄ρ1 . 09 (4)

G 

◦

E S 
= 0 . 19 ̄ρ1 . 13 (5)

σ ◦
Y S 

σS 

= 0 . 46 ̄ρ1 . 08 (6)

The magnitudes of the exponents for the hollow-wall gyroid

attice imply stretching-dominated behavior, attributed to the high

hape efficiency of the tubular struts of the hollow-wall gyroid: the

ell walls have a high bending stiffness and strength. These expo-

ents are consistent with the measured compressive mechanical
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esponse of hollow-wall gyroid lattices at comparable relative den-

ities [45] . 

.2. Indentation response of solid-wall and hollow-wall gyroid 

oatings 

The contact width of the indenter is significantly greater than

he unit cell size of the gyroids (60 nm) for the majority of

ecorded indentation depths in the nanoindentation experiments

resented in Section 2.3 . Hence, the discreteness of the gyroid mi-

rostructure plays a negligible role in the indentation response.

urthermore, previous analysis of the single gyroid lattice by

haderi et al. [22] has shown that both the elastic and plastic

roperties of the gyroid lattice are sufficiently isotropic that the

eshpande-Fleck isotropic foam model can be used to predict their

echanical response. Each indent will span across multiple do-

ains of the gyroid films, and the results will represent an average

cross multiple orientations. The Deshpande-Fleck isotropic foam

odel has been previously used to successfully model the defor-

ation response of nano-porous metals [ 11 , 46 , 47 ] and is employed

erein as a homogenised continuum model for the macroscopic

eformation of the gyroid lattice during indentation. The main as-

ects of this model are outlined in the supplementary information

ection SI-5. 

The degree to which periodicity and dispersity of cell sizes and

rientations affect macroscopic mechanical properties of open-cell

oams has been extensively explored by Fleck and co-workers [48–

3] . It is now well-established that, for bending-dominated 2D

nd 3D open-cell lattices, a dispersion in cell size and cell shape

lays only a minor role. The relative density and nodal connectiv-

ty dominate the response. For shell-like 3D structures of moderate

elative density, such as a closed cell foam, shell effects are impor-

ant. There have been only limited studies to date on the effect

f imperfection on the behavior of such shell structures. Although

hell-like structures are imperfection-sensitive in elastic buckling,

t is unclear whether metallic lattices with a shell-like microstruc-

ure deform by buckling rather than by plastic collapse. 

Indentation simulations are reported herein for a solid-wall gy-

oid of relative density ρ̄ = 0 . 40 and for hollow-wall gyroid of ρ̄ =
 . 14 made from a parent material with Young’s modulus E , Pois-

on’s ratio νs = 0 . 3 and yield strength σ YS . From the effective ma-

erial properties shown in Fig. 10 , it follows that, for the solid-wall

yroid, E • = 0 . 129 E S 
•, σ •

Y 
= 0 . 114 σY S 

• and ν•
p ≈ 0 . 32 . Similarly,

or the hollow-wall gyroid, E � = 0 . 048 E S 
� , σ� 

Y 
= 0 . 056 σY S 

� 

nd ν� 

p = 0 . 40 . Based on these values, the parent material mod-

lus E S and strength σ YS are treated as unknown parameters and

re chosen to bring the simulated and measured indentation re-

ponses into good agreement for each coating thickness. 

.3. Finite element modelling of indentation experiments 

Quasi-static finite strain indentation calculations were con-

ucted using the commercial finite element package ABAQUS. A

implified axisymmetric model is used ( Fig. 11 ) to model the in-

entation of each gyroid coating. To achieve this, the Berkovich in-

enter was modelled as a conical indenter of included semi-angle

= 70 . 3 ◦ such that the nominal contact area A C is the same as

hat of the Berkovich tip for any indent depth [54] . The gyroid

oating thickness adopts the values as measured by FIB. The glass

ubstrate is modelled as a linear elastic solid, of thickness and ra-

ius 100 μm, possessing a modulus of 69.6 GPa and Poisson ratio

f 0.3. A 350 nm thick FTO layer is present between the gyroid

oating and glass substrate, and this is treated as a linear elastic

olid of modulus 150 GPa and Poisson’s ratio 0.3 as determined

ia a separate indentation test on an annealed FTO/glass substrate
see supplementary information Fig. SI-4). These values are con-

istent with previous indentation studies on thermally annealed

TO layers [55] of similar thicknesses. It is assumed that the lay-

rs are ideally bonded together. The bottom of the mesh rests on

 rigid, frictionless surface, with a symmetric boundary condition

mposed on the centerline. The mesh was refined until the point

as reached whereby a doubling of the mesh density led to less

han 1% difference in the predicted indentation response (see sup-

lementary information Fig. SI-5.) 

Contact between the indenter surface and gyroid coating was

odelled using the Master-Slave surface contact algorithm within

BAQUS. The indenter was assumed to be rigid and frictionless,

ith a tip radius of 50 nm, and was incrementally driven into the

yroid coating under successive loading and unloading cycles, with

nloading after increments of indentation depth δ of 50 nm. Pre-

iminary calculations revealed that the Oliver and Pharr method

ives an accurate measure for the true area of contact A t from the

E simulations, at any indentation depth δ. Further, the true area

f contact A t is within a few percent of the nominal area of con-

act A c = πδ2 tan 

2 β , with negligible pile-up or sink-in. Thus, it is

dequate to define the hardness H as the nominal contact pressure

 = P/ A c in the present study. The reduced modulus E R is obtained

y fitting a power law to the unloading curve and subsequent use

f the Sneddon equation as described in the supplementary infor-

ation. 

Predictions of the reduced modulus E R and hardness H as a

unction of the normalised indentation depth δ/ h are included in

ig. 9 . The measured and predicted indentation responses were

rought into agreement across each coating thickness when the

oung’s modulus and uniaxial compressive strength of the solid-

all gyroid coating were ascribed the values of E = 25 GPa and

YS = 0.51 GPa. This implies that the apparent modulus of the

arent nickel is E S = 194 GPa and the parent solid yield strength

quals σ YS = 4.49 GPa. Hence, the inferred Young’s modulus of the

ell wall is consistent with that of electroplated nickel thin films

56] . However, the strength σ YS of cell wall material exceeds the

ulk value of pure nickel by more than an order of magnitude

57] . This result is consistent with previous findings of the inferred

trut-strength of lattice materials with nanoscale strut diameters

 11 , 47 ]. 

For the hollow-wall gyroid lattice, the coating properties were

ound to be to E = 1.2 GPa and σ ◦
Y S 

= 0 . 055 GPa , implying parent

aterial properties of E S = 25.0 GPa and σ YS = 0.99 GPa. These

alues are significantly lower than the commonly quoted values of

 = 1060 GPa and σ YS = 130 GPa for monolayer graphene [58] .

owever, for δ/h > 0.6, the measured increase in H and E R exceeds

he predicted response for the foam model due to interaction with

he hard FTO underlayer. To account for the significant reduction

n the predicted stiffness and strength of the parent graphene ma-

erial we seek an explanation at a lower length scale - that of the

avy walls of the hollow-wall graphitic struts. A detailed explana-

ion is now provided. 

.4. Effect of cell wall waviness on the in-plane cell wall modulus 

nd strength 

The high-resolution TEM images such as Fig. 8 a reveal that a

mall degree of cell wall waviness is present (wavelength λ ≈ 5-

5 nm) in the cell wall of the hollow-wall gyroid lattice due to

he relaxation of the 3 nm thick cell walls upon removal of the

olid-wall nickel template. Upon loading, the walls of the gyroid

attice undergo stretching and bending; however, the axial compli-

nce of each cell wall is degraded by waviness. When the wavy

tack of sheets is subjected to an axial strain, the misalignment

nduces longitudinal shear on the cross-section of the cell wall.

hus, axial shortening is accommodated by longitudinal shear of
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Fig. 8. (a) HR-TEM image of the edges of a hollow-wall graphene gyroid showing the waviness of the few-layer graphene structure. (b) Wall level schematic idealising the 

waviness as a sine wave of amplitude w 0 and wavelength λ. In a wavy wall subjected to an axial tension, misalignment induces transverse shear forces on the cross-section 

of the cell wall, leading to interlayer shearing. 

Fig. 9. Representative volume elements of the solid-wall gyroid and hollow-wall gyroid lattices. In this sketch, a solid-wall gyroid with ρ̄ = 0 . 4 0 and hollow-wall gyroid 

with ρ̄ = 0 . 14 are shown. 
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the wavy stack of graphene layers. Consequently, the axial stiffness

and axial strength of each cell wall is dictated by the out-of-plane

shear properties of the few-layer graphene. This cell-wall deforma-

tion mode also dictates the axial compliance of wavy cell walls in

graphitic foams [29] . 

In order to determine whether this deformation mode is ac-

tive in the few-layered hollow-wall graphene gyroid lattice, the

relevant knockdown factors for stiffness and strength are obtained

as follows, by treating the wavy cell wall as a beam of height h

and assume that an end tension T induces longitudinal shear of

the wavy beam, and thereby axial straining of the beam, as de-

picted in Fig. 8 b (see supplementary information Fig. SI-3 for de-

tails). Inferred values of waviness amplitude ω 0 < 2.6 nm are ob-

tained from both the cell wall modulus and strength values, as

measured in the indentation tests. We conclude that a very small
alue of cell wall waviness is sufficient to knock-down the in-plane

odulus and strength of the graphene cell-walls to the observed

alues. 

Some interlayer pinning with sp 

3 hybrid bonding in the mul-

ilayer graphene hollow gyroids may be indicated by the broad-

ning of the G peak and the relative weakness of the 2D peak to

he G peak in the Raman spectrum. However, the Raman lateral

robe size (around 1μm) is significantly larger than the unit cell

f the gyroid (around 60nm). Consequently, the Raman signatures

re heavily convoluted/broadened due to the effects of small do-

ains, curvature and strain [2] , which prevent us from being able

o conclusively evidence effects such as interlayer pinning. 

Assuming that interlayer pinning exists between the graphene

heets that comprise the walls of the hollow gyroid, the pres-

nce of interlayer pinning-bonds may serve to increase the yield
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Fig. 10. FE predictions of the effective mechanical properties of the solid-wall gyroid and hollow-wall gyroid lattices, made from isotropic elastic-perfectly plastic materials. 

The variation of normalised moduli E/E S , G/E S and ν with relative density ρ̄ for (a) the solid-wall gyroid and (c) the hollow-wall gyroid display different scaling behavior. A 

similar comparison can be made for the variation of σ YS / σ S and νp with ρ̄ for the (b) solid-wall gyroid and (d) hollow-wall gyroid. 

Fig. 11. Schematic of the axisymmetric conical indentation model used to simulate 

the Berkovich nanoindentation response of gyroid coatings on a FTO/glass substrate. 
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trength of the hollow-wall graphene gyroid by resisting interlayer

liding, partially contributing towards the mechanism of plasticity.

 focused study of the presence and character of such pinning-

onds, starting with planar few-layer graphene model samples
rown under similar CVD conditions, could serve as future first

tep to more accurately explore the impact of potential interlayer

inning upon the mechanical behavior of the structure. 

. Solid-wall nickel gyroids and hollow-wall graphene gyroids 

n material property space 

A plot of compressive strength versus density is shown in Fig. 1 ;

t compares the properties of the gyroid lattices tested herein to

ther state-of-the-art lattice materials across a wide range of strut

ength-scales. The measured strength of solid-wall nickel gyroid ri-

als those of fully dense high strength Ni alloys, such as Inconel

highlighted in Fig. 1 ). This is consistent with other studies on

anoscale lattices such as nickel inverse opals [47] and for nickel

ouble-gyroids [11] . Furthermore, the strength to density ratio of

he bending-dominated solid-wall gyroid lattice exceeds that of the

tretching-dominated micron-scale octet truss lattice, due to the

ize-strengthening effect present in the nanoscale struts [59] . 

It is noted that the post-indentation recovery of the hollow-wall

raphene gyroids from high levels of compressive strain is remark-

bly high, in contrast to macroscale templated graphene foams

29] . Lattice recoverability after compression is found in other low-

ensity hollow lattices, owing to elastic buckling enabled by a

ize-strengthening effect [ 4 , 60 ]. Size-dependent effects can influ-

nce material properties beyond mechanical stiffness and strength,

uch as electrical conductivity. A plot of electrical conductivity ver-

us density is shown in the supplementary information (Fig. SI-
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6), comparing the hollow-wall graphene gyroid against a range of

graphene-based cellular materials. The measured conductivity of

the hollow-wall graphene gyroid [2] (80-90 S / cm ) greatly exceeds

that of other CVD-based foams (10-17 S / cm ). Conductivity is in-

creased by more than an order of magnitude compared to ma-

terials based on flake assembly methods such as graphene aero-

gels (0.01 – 2.5 S / cm ). This combination of mechanical strength and

recoverability with electrical conductivity demonstrates the size-

effect enhanced functionality of the hollow-wall graphene gyroid

lattice. 

5. Conclusions 

Indentation measurements and numerical simulations are re-

ported to estimate the mechanical properties of a nickel solid-

wall gyroid lattice and hollow-wall graphene gyroid lattice. Nickel

gyroid coatings of thickness 30 0, 50 0 and 700 nm, with unit

cell sizes on the order of 60 nm and a relative density of 40%,

were manufactured by block copolymer self-assembly and electro-

deposition of Ni. Hollow-wall graphene gyroid lattices were pre-

pared through a CVD method using these nickel lattices as a tem-

plate for the formation of few-layer graphene, resulting in a cell

wall thickness of 3 nm corresponding to a relative density of ap-

proximately 14%. Berkovich nano-indentation tests were then per-

formed to determine both the hardness and modulus of the coat-

ings. 

Multi-scale finite element analysis was performed to extract

both the effective mechanical properties of the gyroid coatings and

the associated properties of the parent material. The solid-wall

gyroid lattice undergoes a bending-dominated deformation mode,

in contrast to the stretching-dominated hollow-wall gyroid lattice.

Both gyroid coatings have high yield strength to density ratios, ex-

ceeding many other state-of-the-art lattice materials at equal rel-

ative densities. This is attributed to the size-strengthening effect

present in nanoscale gyroid struts and walls. However, the cell-

wall strength of the graphene gyroids is significantly less than

the value for pristine monolayer graphene. This discrepancy is at-

tributed to interlayer shear within the wavy walls of the few-

layered graphene. The electrical conductivity of the hollow-wall

gyroid lattice significantly exceeds that of other state-of-the-art

graphene-based cellular materials. It is concluded that hollow-wall

graphene gyroids combine size-dependent mechanical and electri-

cal properties with a topology of high structural efficiency. These

structures offer enhanced functionality for a wide range of emerg-

ing applications where high conductivity, high surface area, me-

chanical strength, and high yield strain are required. 
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